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Jim Farmer of immagic takes a look at the
genealogy of Facebook patents
The film The Social Network suggests Mark Zuckerberg’s
capabilities and difficult decisions created the company and
product called Facebook. Facebook is a unique company – only seven
years after it was founded, it is valued at $90 billion (£55.1 billion).
Facebook is also a company whose only assets are intellectual
property – designs, computer algorithms (business processes) and
talent. It also has a large and expanding customer base. The company
is now in litigation on trademarks, copyrights and patents, as well as
ownership of the company itself.
Zuckerberg, like Microsoft founder Bill Gates 29 years earlier, was
bright, knowledgeable, skilled in the use of computers and highly
motivated. Both learned to program in middle school, attended
highly-selective preparatory schools and developed the concept
and prototypes for their product or service while undergraduates
at Harvard University. Both dropped out to pursue their vision. As
New York writer Louis Menand points out, “Students at very selective
colleges are still super-motivated – their motivation is one of the
reasons they are selected.”1
They both had friends who worked with them on computer projects
while in high school and joined them during the initial development of
their product and service. Facebooks were a tradition both at Phillips
Exeter Academy where Zuckerberg attended and at the Havard
University houses and schools. The original facebooks were printed
and used both by faculty to identify students and students to identify
and communicate with others. According to the Harvard Crimson,
“Thefacebook.com [website] allows university students to create
personal profiles listing their interests, contact info, relationship status,
classes and more.”2
The company Facebook was founded in February 2004 in
Cambridge, Massachusetts, before moving to Palo Alto, California, in
the same year. Facebook relocated to the Sun Microsystems campus in
Menlo Park, a few miles north of Google in 2011. Membership to the
site was initially limited to students of Harvard College, then available to
certain Ivy League schools before it was opened to the general public.
Today, the site reports over 700 million users.
As a US-based company, Facebook is able to file and enforce
software patents – a process not recognised in any other major
jurisdiction other than China.

Facebook’s IP strategy
Currently, Facebook has filed for 22 US patents; 10 have been issued
and 12 applications are pending. Facebook filed its first application in
October 2004 soon after its move to San Francisco. The longest pending
application has been two years and eight months and Facebook expects
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the next application to be issued in August 2012, with four more
following in October.
By comparison, Google has 532 pending applications and
100 issued patents. Microsoft recently acquired 862 Linux-related
patents that may apply. Google has bid $900 million for the Nortel
portfolio of 6,000 patents as part of Nortel’s liquidation; 2,600 are
US patents.
In August 2010, Facebook confirmed acquiring 18 patents from
Friendster for $40 million.
Friendster was the immediate predecessor to MySpace and
Facebook. However, by 2009, the number of users declined. Friendster
was acquired by MOL Global, a Malaysian company in December 2009.
In 2008, Friendster had 115 million registered users; Facebook had 100
million. Friendster then had an “exponential decline” of US registered
users in 2009.
Friendster now focuses on Asia with strong and growing traffic from
eastern Africa and the Middle East. In 2011, the company shifted from
social networking to social entertainment, a common social-networking
service in Southeast Asia. Friendster is available in 10 Asian languages
as well as English.
Facebook’s acquisition of the Friendster patents, critical for social
networking, was possible because relocating Friendster outside the
US meant these patents would become unenforceable; the sale of
the patents provided the capital to repay investors and complete the
transfer of ownership.
This brings up the question whether patents would be enforceable
if the servers and software development were located in a country that
does not permit patenting software or business processes. It also implies
the possibility that employees of firms outside of the US could patent
software and business methods in the US that would be enforceable.
Whether this could emerge as a business practice, will likely be tested
several years from now3.
Since 2007, Facebook has acquired 14 companies in addition to the
Friendster patents.
Zuckerberg has argued that purchase of these companies was to
acquire “talent”. If so, the average cost of an employee was estimated
to be $6.1 million. In a New York Times’ article from May 2010, Vaughn
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Smith, Facebook’s director of corporate development said, “Engineers
are worth half a million to one million [US dollars].” The purchase
money – in the form of stock – is often distributed among the acquired
start-up’s founders, employees and investors. Acquired employees also
get a generous salary and sometimes more stock options4.

Facebook v Power Ventures
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Facebook, like most Silicon Valley start-ups at the time, did not

“Facebook’s acquisition of the
Friendster patents, critical for
social networking, was possible
because relocating Friendster
outside the US meant these
patents would become
unenforceable; the sale of the
patents provided the capital to
repay investors and complete
the transfer of ownership.”

enthusiastically seek patent protection. However, venture capital firms
are now requiring start-ups to seek patents and include sale of patents
if the firm fails.
A University of California Berkeley study, using data from
start-ups founded in 2002, reported that by 2008, 67% of
venture-capital-backed software companies filed for patents
as compared to 24% of the start-ups as a whole. The report
suggests filing for patents is becoming a requirement for venture
capital funding6.
Since many start-ups fail, this means an increasing number of
patents will become available for sale. These could be purchased
by non-practising entities (NPE) likely increasing patent litigation,
especially among well-financed firms. Current patent litigation,
such as Oracle v Google which aims to limit the use of the Linux
operating system and Java language, may be an offensive move
to limit the products and services of a competitor (Android phone
manufacturers in this case.)
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Facebook’s other major asset is subscriber data, an asset the company
has defended fiercely in its battle with Power Ventures. Facebook
allows third parties to create applications that interact with Facebook’s
services, as long as they agree to Facebook’s developer terms of service,
the terms of use and other applicable policies. Facebook and Power
Ventures could not reach an agreement.
The ownership and permissible uses of subscriber data depends
upon the website’s terms of use. At that time Facebook did not
challenge a subscriber’s ownership of data they had provided.
Power Ventures operated a website called power.com, which would
allow a user to register their credentials to access a number of different
social networking sites on the user’s behalf. The power.com website
would then integrate the data from these different websites into a
single presentation, obviating the need for the user to sequentially log
in to each of their different services.
There is a precedent for this functionality. A decade ago, it was
common to require separate credentials for a user to access their current
account, credit card, loan and retirement savings accounts and other
data, such as frequent flyer mileage and award status. Yodlee Inc, an
online banking solution provider, offered the same aggregation service
using the same technique in 2000. This approach has security risks
since hacking the website could reveal logons to a number of different
accounts (at that time account numbers were often used in the login
process magnifying the security risk). The company was acquired by
Citibank, which began to consolidate their services on their user web
page in January 2001. The need for aggregating these software services
disappeared as banks consolidated their data on a single web page.
In Facebook v Power Ventures, Facebook alleged Power.com made
copies of Facebook’s website during the process of extracting user’s
information. Facebook argued that this process caused both direct
and indirect copyright infringement. The focus was on the copyright of
Facebook data, but not, because of user permission, the profile data.
Since the received data includes Facebook formatting and control data,
as well as the user’s profile data, Facebook argued this was a violation
of several copyright laws.
The judge reasoned MAI Systems Corp v Peak Computer, Inc and
Ticketmaster LLC RMG Techs, Inc had determined scraping of a webpage
inherently involves the copying of that webpage into a computer’s
memory, in order to extract the underlying information contained
therein. Even though this “copying” is ephemeral, it is enough to
constitute a “copy” under § 106 of the Copyright Act and therefore
infringement. Since Facebook’s terms of service prohibit scraping (and
Facebook has not given any licence to third parties or users to do so),
the copying happens without permission. As a result, Power Ventures’
motion to dismiss was denied5.
If Facebook is successful, copyright becomes another alternative to
prevent the use of data from another website. Currently, more than
84% of social network websites do include data from other websites,
most, but not all, are consistent with adopted technical standards –
OpenSocial and Facebook Platform – and have similar terms of use.
Because of the community nature of Silicon Valley – a likely result of
the academic environment and organisations which share information
– it would be difficult to enforce trade secrets and even more difficult
to prevent a person from leaving one company and being employed at
another company on a similar project. Facebook’s extraordinarily high

salaries provides incentives not to accept a position at another company
and not to reveal trade secrets that would result in termination and
make employment at another company more difficult.
One could summarise Facebook’s intellectual property strategy:
• Buy available patents in addition to filing for patents, especially if the
patents would jeopardise the business model.
• Employ key people at very high salaries and benefits as an incentive to
protect trade secrets and other information.
• Enforce exclusivity of data: use copyright as a method of controlling
the use of data in Facebook by including corporate data in all data
displays and exchanges.
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Is Facebook’s future success assured?
Facebook’s evaluation of $90 billion suggests the investment community
is confident of Facebook’s continued growth and dominance.
Facebook, like other social networking websites, depends
upon advertising revenue. In 2008, $271 billion was spent on
advertising. Internet advertising was $11 billion – 4% of the
total. This compared to 3% in 2004; a four year growth rate
of 66%. If this growth rate continues, the internet advertising
spend will be $19 billion in 2012 – growing from 4% by
2008 to 7% in 2012. By comparison, television and cable shows a 4%
decrease. By 2012, television will have declined from only 26% in 2004
to 23% because of the internet increase7.
There is also a question about advertising effectiveness. Trust in
advertising – a proxy for interest in purchasing – is shown in figure 1.
Trust here is a combination of trust completely and trust somewhat.
As users move toward social network and mobile devices, user trust
diminishes significantly, thus advertising prices decrease.
As the number of subscribers and their experience increases,
the amount of revenue per subscriber appears to decline as the
number increases.
A reason for this could be illustrated by discount website
Groupon. Early subscribers are more responsive to advertisements
and thus tend to continue using Groupon “coupons”, whereas
late subscribers, who are less responsive to advertisements tend
to not either logon or use coupons. As a result, the average for all
subscribers then tends to decrease.
Data from Groupon’s IPO S1 filing with the US Securities and
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Intellectual property law will likely create
uncertainty for social networking websites
because of the difference between the US and
China (which provides and enforces software
patents) and the rest of world. The Friendster
success of moving operations to Malaysia
and Google’s move of social networking site Orkut to Brazil, may
become a precedent.
The complexity of software and business process patents suggests
the systems and procedures designed for an industrial era may be
insufficient to create the certainty needed by businesses. In the US,
issuing patents in these technologies average three years and three
months. It took Facebook only four years to become dominant creating
months of uncertainty.
Facebook, Friendster, MySpace and Google are case studies for
supporting innovation from original idea through prototyping into
viable products and services.
The experience and expertise of patent attorneys could provide
guidance to make the examination process more effective – a higher
rate of identifying prior rate and a shorter period from application to
issuance. Or perhaps software patents are not needed for a viable
information technology industry. Hence, the US approach may be
less productive.
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